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Dutch r-variation
‣ large amount of r-variation in Dutch, even in 

Standard Dutch
(5-6-10-20-24 variants in Voortman 1994, Booij 1995, Van de Velde 1996, Sebregts subm., 
Smakman 2006)

‣ alveolar, retroflex, palatal, velar, uvular

‣ trills, taps, fricatives, approximants, vowels, “zero”

‣ variation between speakers and within speakers



The HEMA corpus of urban accents

‣ Tops (2009), Sebregts (submitted)

‣ 10 cities in the Netherlands 
and Flanders
Antwerp, Bruges, Ghent, Hasselt; Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam, Utrecht, Leiden, The Hague, Nijmegen



The HEMA corpus of urban accents

‣ 10 cities in the Netherlands and Flanders
Antwerp, Bruges, Ghent, Hasselt; Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht, Leiden, The Hague, Nijmegen

‣ 4x10 speakers per city (f/m, y/o)

‣ 26/29 items (picture naming, word list)
r in various syllabic and segmental contexts

riem, rok, brood, trein, strik, kruk, schrift, gras, beroep, beraad, bureau, beren, sturen, emmer, 
suiker, peer, schaar, boer, bord, paard, worst, kers, kaars, harp, kerk, arm, berg. 

‣ 21.006 tokens of r



20 Dutch r variants
‣ 9 alveolar consonants

‣ 4 uvular consonants

‣ 2 palatal approximants

‣ 3 vowels

‣ 2 ‘zero’ variants

r     r ͡r ̥     r̥   

r ̥͡ɹ ̝    ɹ ̝    ɹ̝̊

ɾ     ɾ̥     ɹ

ʀ   ʀ ̝  ʁ   ʁ̞

ɻ        j

ɛ     ə     ɐ

øC̠     ø



r results

number of speakers (N=408)

1) ʁ ̞ uvular approximant 250

2) ʁ  uvular fricative 217

3) ʀ  uvular trill 216

4) ɻ  retroflex/bunched approximant 214

token frequency (n=21006)

1) ɾ  voiced alveolar tap 20.7

2) ʁ ̞ uvular approximant 16.3

3) ɻ  retroflex/bunched approximant 14.0 

4) ʀ  uvular trill 13.4

‣ top variants by no. of speakers and token frequency (%)



r variation results

Onset

1) ɾ  voiced alveolar tap 29.6

2) ʀ  uvular trill 22.5

3) ʁ ̞ uvular approximant 20.8

Coda

1) ɻ  retroflex/bunched approximant 31.8

2) ɾ̥͡ɹ̝  voiceless alveolar tap w/ frication 12.1

3) ʁ  uvular fricative 10.1

‣ top variants by token frequency by context



r variation results
‣ Place of articulation index

‣ alveolar = 0, uvular = 100

‣ Overall score: 53.4

‣ Variation: 7.1 (Bruges) ~ 90.2 (Nijmegen)

‣ Dialectal variation
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r variation results
‣ Manner of articulation index

‣ vowel = 0, trill, tap, fricative = 100

‣ Overall score: 79.6

‣ Variation: 62.4 (The Hague) ~ 97.5 (Bruges)

‣ Dialectal variation
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Dialectal, social and linguistic variation

‣ place of articulation variation: index scores

‣ by urban accent

(Bruges 7.1, Antwerp 9.8; The Hague 79.8, Nijmegen 90.2)

‣ by speaker groups within accents

(Hasselt young 81.6, older 46.0; Utrecht men 60.9, women 81.5; The Hague young women 
75.2, older men 82.7)

‣ by syllable context within and across speakers

(Utrecht onset 80.9, coda 54.3; The Hague onset 99.8, coda 57.0, interactions with sex 
and age; Nijmegen onset 98.8, coda 73.4, interaction with age)



The retroflex/bunched approximant

‣ particularly frequent variant (31.8% of all coda tokens, 
55% in the Netherlands)



r variation results
‣ retroflex/bunched approximant index

‣ [ɻ] = 100, all others = 0

‣ Overall score: 14.0

‣ Variation: 0.0 (Flanders) ~ 38.0 (Leiden)

‣ Dialectal variation
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The retroflex/bunched approximant

‣ particularly frequent variant (31.8% of all coda tokens, 
55% in the Netherlands)

‣ Acoustically similar to American English [ɻ]
‣ Articulatory studies (ultrasound): Scobbie & Sebregts (2010), 

Strycharczuk & Sebregts (forthcoming 2014)



Dutch [ɻ]
‣ Scobbie & Sebregts (2010) - ultrasound study

‣ 5 speakers of Dutch with [ɻ]
‣ picture naming task

‣ coda approximant [ɻ]: can be retroflex or 
bunched



Dutch [ɻ]

RRUR

UB2UB1



Dutch [ɻ]

RRUR

UB2UB1



Dutch [ɻ]

RRUR

UB2UB1



Dutch coda r

Derhoticisation?



Dutch coda r
UR

UB1 UB2

RR



Dutch [ɻ]

UR UB2



Dutch [ɻ]

RRUR

UB2UB1

Uvular + retroflex Alveolar + retroflex Uvular + retroflexUvular + retroflex

Uvular + bunched Uvular + bunched



Dutch [ɻ]

Alveolar + bunched

Uvular + bunched
Strycharczuk & Sebregts’ (forthcoming 2014):
only speakers with a bunched coda approximant, 
but with both alveolar (trill/tap) and uvular 
(fricative/approximant) onset variants

So, all 4 patterns exist:

‣ alveolar + retroflex

‣ alveolar + bunched

‣ uvular + retroflex

‣ uvular + bunched



Dutch [ɻ]

Two other speakers in Str&Seb (forthc 2014) 
have considerably less categorical patterns



The retroflex/bunched approximant

‣ particularly frequent variant in the Netherlands (55% of 
all coda tokens)

‣ articulation can be retroflex or bunched palatal

‣ acoustics more stable

(Scobbie and Sebregts 2010; Strycharczuk and Sebregts forthc 2014)

‣ combined with alveolar or uvular consonant in onset

‣ noted in literature as rapidly spreading

(Van de Velde 1996; Van Bezooijen et al. 2002)



The retroflex/bunched approximant

‣ Is socially relevant: retroflex/bunched approximants 
in codas are more frequent (Sebregts submitted): 

‣ in absolute word-final position vs. clusters (z=7.65, p<.001)

‣ with female speakers (z=3.38, p=.001)

‣ with younger speakers (<40) (z=6.62, p<.001)

‣ Obviously characterises dialect variation

‣ But how about within-variant variation?



The retroflex/bunched approximant

‣ So far: ultrasound has found subtle (and less 
subtle) differences between speakers:

‣ bunched vs. retroflex

‣ timing: transition vs steady-state

‣ gestures post-voicing

‣ categoricality of onset-coda allophony



r in other languages

‣ In other languages, these subtle and non-subtle 
differences have been shown to be relevant for 
social and geographical variation



r in other languages

‣ English (Lawson et al. 2011a & refs there)

‣ Rhotic/Non-rhotic accents, intrusive r

‣ Labiodental r

‣ Weakly rhotic r in central Scotland



[ɻ] in other languages
‣ Weakly rhotic r in Glasgow (Lawson et al. 2011b)

‣ middle class speakers strongly rhotic [ɻ], bunched

‣ working class speakers de-rhotic, retracted tongue 
root, late gestures, mostly tip-up

‣ phonological consequences: vowel merger before 
bunched [ɻ], derhoticisation with tip-up 
configurations

‣ social stratification shows these subtle differences 
can be learned ➙ dialect variation



[ɻ]-dialectal variation in Dutch?
‣ given differences in gestures & timing, dialectal 

variation in Dutch not implausible

‣ derhoticising speaker = oldest in two samples 
(37 at time of recording), from outside core 
Standard Dutch area (Randstad - Western city belt)

‣ strongly rhotic speakers younger, from Randstad

‣ r-loss and rise of [ɻ] diverging changes in 
progress?



[ɻ]-dialectal variation in Dutch?

‣ far too little data at present

‣ 9 speakers, all young women (19-37) from western 
and central Netherlands 

‣ ultrasound research now possible in the NL 
(Meertens)

‣ several avenues for future research


